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Opinion: Same Emperors, Still No Clothes
Today's economic crisis strips bare faulty leadership practices.
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ou know the fable, the Emperor who glorified in himself and considered no one to be above

him. Having been told that the clothing he would be wearing could only be seen by someone wise, he
proceeded to “wear” his new clothes. Not one of his trusted advisers dared tell him that he appeared
to be completely naked (for fear of the Emperor’s wrath and wanting desperately to believe what they
had been told by the Emperor himself, that only wise people could see his clothes). Off the Emperor
went in a public display. Only when a child shouted out, was the truth made plain.
Imagine how often this plays out in the business world, with emperor’s wooed by their own sense of
perfection, with underlings cowed into a permanent state of voicing admiration regardless of
underlying thoughts to the contrary. Yes, emperors, that is, business leaders, can knowingly or
unwittingly find themselves proudly wearing no clothes. Of course, there comes a day when a voice
shouts the truth, and oh how quickly the facade is revealed. Sadly, we don’t have to look far today to
see not just the cracking of the facade, but the crumbling of entire kingdoms. Look no further than
the entire financial sector, with emperors and their entourages now cast as villains and nations on
the verge of falling.
Yes, it is patently obvious exactly how wrong things can go when leaders become like the Emperor
with no clothes. If it is not obvious already, all leaders stop right now and ask yourself: How do I
guard against becoming like the Emperor?
As you consider this, think about just two of the most common ways that leaders become like the
Emperor in the fable.
The first is by creating a toxic situation whereby the leader's counselors and advisers (the executive
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leadership team) are rewarded for being "yes" men or women. Leaders believe they are doing the
best for the company and leading it well. They even believe their people are 100 percent behind
them, following with glowing admiration. Leaders engage in this destructive path by either being
passively or overtly aggressive.
The passive-aggressive leader rewards only those who shower admiration and agreement, drawing
these favored into an inner circle. Since few want to be cast as an outsider, everyone soon learns what
is necessary to win the leader's favor.
The aggressive leader has no need for such a pleasing system. This leader uses an iron fist, with the
tacit understanding that failure to accept and show approval for whatever he or she wants will lead to
a stern rebuke and perhaps even ousting from the company. Here again, everyone learns the system
and showers the leader with admiration (although some prepare resumes and work on their exit
strategies). Leaders are led to believe they are working well and might even ask if everyone is in
agreement on a decision. The response should come as no surprise.
The second way leaders become emperors is even more toxic. In the first, they were most likely
unaware of their damaging and destructive effects. But the leaders in our second scenario knowingly
quash any original thought, innovation, or even the suggestion of challenge. Asking “What if…”
would be met with an outright anger from these leaders. Other voices are not worthy and have
nothing to offer here. As a result, these leaders forcefully impose the authority of their own voice and
decisions; no others matter. Workers are indeed cowed in this environment, with the best workers
looking for the exit door, and with those having nowhere else to go simply playing along while
keeping a low profile.
When the company is in a tailspin and the leaders are unable to blame their people, an outside voice
can often be heard to shout, “but he has no clothes,” exposing the failed leadership.
During one of our recent meetings with a quality professional, he told us that a vice president had
gathered him and two other department managers in his office. At that meeting, the vice president
shared the fact that he subscribed to the Harvard Business Review—certainly not a slouch journal
for leading-edge thinking—and he welcomed them to borrow copies at any time. The surprise came
when he proceeded to tell his managers that they “were not—under any circumstances—to tell
anyone else in the organization that they read and have access to HBR.” He then told them that he
did not want any suggestions about changing the company based on HBR articles since he himself
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would already have read the articles and decided whether or not there were any changes to be made.
In one fell swoop, and without even realizing it, the vice president had distanced himself from his
own managers. Further, his disregard and disrespect for his workers was made transparent. Rather
than encouraging a learning organization, he was stalling this potentiality. Sadly, the vice president
surely thought he was getting closer to his management team. After all, he had opened his private
vault of journals to them, bringing them into his circle. The quality manager we spoke with said he
had been sorely tempted to speak out, but he felt his hands were tied. He said he was not going to put
his job at risk by telling the vice president this was wrong. Thus, the situation remained, with the
quality manager finally deciding to leave the company less than a year later.
Several years from now when the world emerges from the catastrophe so many emperors have led us
into; we hope the Emperor's New Clothes syndrome becomes a "lesson learned" for all leaders. In the
meantime, in what aspects of your engagement with your team members are you like the Emperor?
If you don’t know, how are you going to find out? For us, we’ll stay on your good side by closing with,
“You look wonderful Emperor!”
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